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Abstract: This article analyzes the EPA’s relationship with Native Americans,
which has been neglected by historians. It seems like the EPA, a federal
agency born during the self-determination era, would be open to new
approaches in federal Native American policy, but this was not the case in
2005. Republican senator James Inhof of Oklahoma added a rider to an
otherwise benign transportation bill making it illegal for tribes residing
within Oklahoma to operate environmental protection programs without
first negotiating with the state government of Oklahoma. The rider eroded
the federal trust relationship and infringed on Native self-determination.
Oklahoma’s tribes and Native American leaders from around the nation
worked to get the new law overturned, but the EPA decided to help tribes
work within the confines of the new law. Despite the EPA’s stance on the
law, the tribes continued to challenge it as they had in the past when hurt
by paternalistic federal policy.
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On August 10, 2005, President George W. Bush signed a dubious law for
Indian Country, the Safe, Accountable, Flexible, Efficient Transportation
Equity Act: A Legacy for Users (SAFETEA-LU), with Republican
senator James Inhofe’s ominous Midnight Rider, section 10211, attached
to it. The Midnight Rider forced Oklahoma’s tribes to make deals with
officials from the state of Oklahoma for primary control (primacy) of oil
waste injection, usurping the power of the United States Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) to make decisions on primacy as outlined in
the 1986 amendment to the Safe Drinking Water Act.1 Tribal leaders in

Oklahoma, such as those of the Osage Nation, and around the United
States expected EPA officials to at least protest the Midnight Rider,
yet EPA Region 6 officials only assisted the tribal governments of
Oklahoma in navigating the Midnight Rider.2 By doing so, EPA Region
6 officials chose to challenge tribal self-determination (also known as
sovereignty), which could be fulfilled in limited form through primacy,
since tribes still had to abide by EPA-approved scientific principles,
although throughout the self-determination era (1970 to the present)
the EPA hierarchy has claimed that it respects tribal self-determination.
Tribal self-determination is the ability to operate tribal programs
without outside interference.3
What most historians, scholars, and EPA officials have failed to
clearly articulate is that the EPA, through implementation of policies
and procedures, interprets federal law, sometimes to the detriment of
Native nations. When dealing with tribes, EPA officials must interpret
the Clean Water Act (CWA 1972), the Safe Drinking Water Act (SDWA
1974), and the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation,
and Liability Act (CERCLA 1980), also known as Superfund. EPA
officials set the scientific parameters by which tribes must agree. In
the case of the Midnight Rider, EPA Region 6 officials decided how it
would help Oklahoma’s tribal governments operate within the scope of
a federal law that limited tribal self-determination instead of working
to overturn a law that limited tribal self-determination, which is what
Native American leaders called on EPA officials to do.
The self-determination era promised to be the era in which Native
American nations could at last forge their own futures. The EPA,
which began operations on December 2, 1970, at the dawn of the selfdetermination era, became one of the primary federal agencies to
partner with tribes and respect tribal self-determination.4 For instance,
in 1983 the EPA’s Indian Work Group stated that “it would recognize
tribal governments as the primary parties for policy formulation and
implementation on Indian lands, consistent with agency standards and
regulations. The Agency is prepared to work directly with Indian Tribal
Governments on a one-to-one basis, rather than as subdivisions of other
governments.”5 Furthermore, in 2010 former EPA administrator Lisa
Jackson created the Office of International and Tribal Affairs to ensure
that “we approach our relationship with the sovereign tribal nations
within our own country in the same way we approach our relationship
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with sovereign nations beyond US borders.”6 There is a small but
growing collection of literature about Native American nations and
environmental resource protection, but scholars have generally taken
for granted that the EPA has recognized tribal self-determination, often
portraying the agency as an intermediary between federally recognized
tribes and public entities.7
It is important to note that the EPA is a large agency with employees
at several different levels in various parts of the United States. As documented in this case study, problems occur at various levels and in different sections of the United States. This case study references specific EPA
officials when possible.
The Roots of Oil Production in Osage Country
The history of oil production in Osage Country is complicated. There
are issues of full-blood and half-blood factions of Osages that have been
dealt with by historians.8 This section will inform the reader on the basics of why the Osages take part in underground waste injection in the
modern era, thus connecting the Osages to the EPA, since underground
waste injection comes under the regulation of the Safe Drinking Water
Act, but for the sake of clarity this section will not broach the subject of
the history of Osage tribal factions and other mechanisms inside Osage
tribal government.
In 1891 the federal government allowed Native nations that owned
reservations to lease the land for drilling for the first time but also
imposed a ten-year limit to the contracts approved by tribal councils.
Commissioner of Indian Affairs Daniel Browning deemed tribal councils
incompetent and unable to protect themselves from dishonest oilmen.9
Henry Foster of Independence, Kansas, asked the Bureau of Indian
Affairs for the exclusive right to test and produce oil on the Osage Nation
Reservation, and the Osage National Council approved the controversial
lease by a narrow margin, seven votes to six votes, on March 14, 1896. The
lease granted Foster exploration rights on 1.5 million acres. The secretary
of the interior approved the Foster lease just after Henry Foster died, so
Henry’s brother, Edwin Foster, took on the project. The lease required
Foster to pay the Osages 10 percent on oil production and $50 on each
producing gas well every year, but he could use all the surface resources
he needed, such as timber, stone, water, and wood.10
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Congress soon created a system of wealth distribution for the Osages
as the tribe began earning handsome profits from oil production. Congress allotted the entire Osage Nation Reservation in 1906 under the
Osage Allotment Act. Congressional provisions stated that no Osage
born after July 1, 1907, was to receive an allotment, and all Osages maintained a headright for minerals, meaning that they received payments
from leases to non-Osage entities that produced oil on Osage land. The
federal government allotted the reservation three times into sections of
160 acres and then divided the remaining land among the Osages.11 Oil
exploration and production took off and changed Osage Country.
By 1947 and through much controversy, the secretary of the interior
authorized the Osage Tribal Council to determine the bonus value of
land leased for oil, gas, and mining purposes, ultimately leading to the
selling of millions of acres of Osage land.12 The interior secretary approved revised leases on the Osage Nation Reservation beginning on
November 14, 1949, to allow for blanket leases (large leases) as a response to wells that were not producing, creating greater incentive for
oil companies to continue to produce oil on the reservation. Blanket
leases allowed fewer oil companies into the fields, so there was less competition; therefore, the companies already in the field would feel secure
in investing in expensive machinery. The interior secretary allowed
twenty-two separate projects, ranging from 320 to 23,240 acres. In the
1950s secondary oil recovery (using chemicals or gas) led to daily oil figures tripling, which meant more oil companies wanted long-term contracts. The interior secretary met this need in 1964 and allowed indefinite contracts. Companies could invest in machinery and be secure in
the fact that their long-term work in the field would eventually pay for
the machinery. The Osages bore the entire cost of the maintenance of
the oil reserve, although management duty still fell to the BIA.13
The Osage Nation, the EPA, and the Midnight Rider
Oil producers bring brine to the surface that is saltier than sea water
and often has toxic metals and radioactive substances. During the early
twentieth century, many scientists and oil producers believed that crude
oil and brine spilled on topsoil would evaporate, oxidize, disperse, or
be eaten by microorganisms. That was clearly not the case. By the latter
half of the twentieth century, private companies had developed waste
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injection technology that allowed the Osage Nation Energy and Natural Resources (ENR) Department to protect its underground water from
waste. Waste injection wells, still used today, protect both subsurface
and surface water from brine and a variety of other materials harmful
to humans, plants, and animals. All oil-and-gas-producing states now
require that the brine be injected into the same rock formation or a similar formation from where it originated.14
The Osage Nation ENR Department and EPA Region 6 officials began working together on underground waste injection in 1980.15 At the
time, the Osage Nation owned more oil and gas acreage than any tribe
in the United States at 995,707.17 acres, so there was plenty of waste
from oil operations with the potential to pollute underground sources
of drinking water, which necessitated an underground injection control
system to deposit the waste into safe rock formations underground.16
EPA Region 6 officials utilized Osage employees to build the program.
Three Osage employees reported to two EPA Region 6 officials for several years. The Osage Nation ENR Department and the local EPA Region 6 office even occupied the same building in Pawhuska, Oklahoma.17
The Safe Drinking Water Act requires the EPA to oversee underground waste injection programs on Native American reservations and
in states to prevent oil waste spills. For example, EPA officials look at
each injection well on a case-by-case basis and set requirements for
waste injection pressures based upon subsurface rock formations. High
well pressures sometimes fracture subsurface rock formations, which
endangers drinking water sources. The EPA also requires well operators
to maintain financial resources to ensure the plugging of old injection
wells.18
In 2005 Diane Daniels, director of the Osage Nation ENR Department, completed both the federal treatment as a state (TAS) application
and the federal primacy application according to the requirements of
the Safe Drinking Water Act, which would have given EPA Region 6
officials the ability to recognize Osage primacy over oil waste injection
on the reservation. When the federal government approves a TAS application, a tribe has the ability to operate an environmental program independent of the federal government, much like a state, as long as the tribe
follows federal law and the science of the EPA. States and tribes have to
prove they will regulate waste disposal with the same strict standards of
the EPA. For example, EPA Region 6 officials require that all wells on
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the Osage Nation Reservation pass the mechanical integrity test, illustrating that each well has no significant leaks.19 The Osage Nation ENR
Department, in conjunction with EPA Region 6, was already enforcing
EPA regulations; thus, the achievement of primacy (and the furthering
of self-determination) over injection practices on the reservations was a
natural step in 2005.
The local representative of EPA’s Region 6 told Diane Daniels to wait
until both applications were completed and to submit them together
in accordance with the Safe Drinking Water Act. While her office was
completing the applications, President Bush signed the Midnight Rider
into law.20 Daniels now had to make a deal with Oklahoma government
officials before her department could be awarded primacy. Such a deal
infringed on the limited tribal self-determination achieved by primacy.21
The Reactions of Tribal Leaders to the Midnight Rider
Tribal leaders in Oklahoma and across the nation were alarmed at the
federal infringement of tribal self-determination with the passage of the
Midnight Rider, especially in regard to the unexpected method in which
the Midnight Rider passed Congress. Jeannine Hale, administrator of
environmental programs for the Cherokee Nation, was one of the first
tribal officials to notice the Midnight Rider. On Friday, July 29, 2005, she
emailed tribal leaders around the country and appealed to them to read
the highway bill, because Inhofe had added a horrible provision.22 Tribal
leaders did not respond soon enough to her call to action, but the problem quickly became a concern for them.
On August 2, 2005, A. David Lester, executive director of the Council
of Energy Resource Tribes (CERT), sent an email to tribal leaders
stating that he believed they were entering an era in which Native
Americans were about to lose the political and social gains of the selfdetermination era. To Lester, the Midnight Rider represented the goals
of legislators who did recognize tribal self-determination during the
self-determination era, which covered the last thirty years of federal
tribal relations.23
Three days later, James G. Sappier, chief of the Penobscot Nation and
chairman of the National Tribal Environmental Council, wrote a letter to
President George W. Bush urging him to veto H.R. 3. Sappier claimed the
Midnight Rider was an affront to tribal self-determination in Oklahoma
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since it removed the ability of tribes to regulate environmental quality
on their own lands. He also argued that since Inhofe added the provision
at the last minute, the bill undermined honest discussion in the Senate.
He asked President Bush to veto the bill.24 As stated above, President
Bush signed H.R. 3 into law.
The repercussions were felt throughout the community of Native
American environmental leaders. Robert Gomez, director of the Taos
Pueblo Environmental Office, posted online that Inhofe’s inclusion of
the rider in a transportation bill clearly was not a legitimate part of the
congressional process.25 It is important to note that the passage of the
Midnight Rider did not mark a circumvention of the congressional process, since Congress voted on it, but Inhofe wrote the Midnight Rider
into the bill the night before the House vote, certainly circumventing
any discussion of the topic. David Conrad of the National Tribal Environmental Council wrote to Diane Daniels that even the governor of
Oklahoma was unaware of the provision, further illustrating that the
measure came into play at the last second.26
On September 7, 2005, Robert Wilson, treasurer of the 33rd Business
Committee of the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes of Oklahoma, asked
seven groups and representatives of the federal government to overturn
the Midnight Rider, including Arizona senator John McCain, a Republican
who sat on the Senate Indian Affairs Committee. Wilson wrote that the
Cheyenne and Arapaho tribes of Oklahoma had worked closely with
Senator Inhofe, who was chair of the Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee, and Chairman Young of the House Transportation
and Infrastructure Committee. The tribes were surprised when the
rider was added at the last opportunity, because there was no time for
comment. Wilson argued that it was accepted federal environmental law
for tribes to receive TAS status.27 He was correct, since the Safe Drinking
Water Act was amended in 1986 to allow TAS status.28 The new provision
infringed on this ability and further limited tribes by allowing state law
to reign on Native American reservations. Thus, according to Wilson,
the rider attacked tribal self-determination and went against centuries of
precedent.29 The Midnight Rider, indeed, went against the intentions of
the self-determination era. Wilson did not receive a response, as senators
and congressmen proved unwilling to challenge Inhofe, a senior senator.30
The EPA proceeded to work within the provisions of the Midnight Rider
instead of lobbying against the provision.31
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In December 2005 Oklahoma announced its intention to operate
environmental programs on Native American land located within state
boundaries. Immediately, tribal leaders tried to talk with EPA officials, but there was little EPA officials would do.32 Sappier argued that
it would be better for EPA officials to sit down with Oklahoma’s tribes
and representatives of the state of Oklahoma and talk things out, expressing that the tribes should be considered equals with the EPA and
Oklahoma.33 In other words, Sappier believed that the EPA had the responsibility to respect tribal self-determination, even with the passage
of the Midnight Rider.
Sappier and other tribal leaders went forward with their plan to meet
with EPA officials. On Friday, January 6, 2006, Deborah Ponder, deputy
director of the Office of Environmental Justice and Tribal Affairs for the
EPA, wrote to Native American representatives that Ann Klee, counsel
for the EPA, would be available for a meeting on Monday, January 9, but
any outcome of a meeting with Klee would not affect the EPA’s decision
to not challenge the rider.34 David Conrad also conceded that the EPA
would not fight the rider.35 Jeannine Hale told other leaders that tribes
could not depend on the EPA and should continue to seek repeal of the
rider through negotiations and other means.36
By the end of 2006, no tribe had achieved a deal for primacy with the
state of Oklahoma.37 In February 2007 Richard Greene, the EPA Region
6 director, sent a letter to tribal environmental leaders in Oklahoma
about how to gain primacy under the Midnight Rider. First, he would
consider whether primacy agreements between the state and tribes were
appropriate. However, he would be unable to approve any agreement not
in accord with existing environmental laws. In addition, a public hearing
would be announced in local newspapers, and if there was significant
interest, a public hearing would be conducted. He advised that evidence
of an agreement with Oklahoma should be submitted alongside the
tribal application for TAS eligibility.38 Green chose to work with tribes in
Oklahoma on the basis of the Midnight Rider, which limited the ability
of officials from EPA Region 6 to recognize tribal self-determination.39
The Osage Nation drafted a resolution against the rider for
presentation at the meeting of United Indian Nations on April 16,
2007.40 The resolution stated that tribes still retained governmental
jurisdiction on their land, despite the Midnight Rider.41 On Friday, June
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1, 2007, Jeannine Hale requested a meeting between EPA officials and all
the tribes of Oklahoma, hoping to convince EPA officials to circumvent
the rider. At that point, EPA Region 6 had not received comments from
Oklahoma’s Native nations asking for interpretations of the rider.42 Only
the Citizen Potawatomies and the Quapaws were negotiating agreements
with Oklahoma over their environmental programs by August 2007,
but no agreements had been finalized.43 On August 7, 2007, Hale met
with EPA general counsel Roger Martella to discuss the Midnight Rider
and the EPA’s policies on how to implement it, but ultimately the EPA’s
response did not change.44 EPA officials had decided to help tribes work
within the framework of the Midnight Rider.
Tribal leaders fought for repeal of the Midnight Rider when it came
up for renewal in 2009. Osage principal chief Jim Gray sent a letter to
Congress asking for repeal, stating that the Midnight Rider attacked
tribal self-determination in Oklahoma by taking away tribal rights
to administer environmental programs. He also wrote that the rider
raised concerns for all Native Americans because of its attack on selfdetermination. Furthermore, he argued, the rider changed how Congress interacted with tribes, which was already a delicate relationship.
The rider also kept the EPA from fulfilling its duty to tribal nations.45
Gray’s letter did not sway the members of the United States Senate
Committee on Indian Affairs to vote to overturn the Midnight Rider.46
Debra Lekanof of the Swinomish Tribe traveled to Washington, DC,
in 2009 to explain to EPA officials the Indian Environmental Act, which
several Native American leaders wrote with the hope of negating the
Midnight Rider. The National Tribal Caucus supported the effort, believing it was a necessary first step toward repeal of the rider. Lekanof
met with the National Tribal Operations Committee (NTOC), which
was set up in 1994 by EPA senior officials to facilitate stronger partnerships with tribes. The NTOC was comprised of nineteen tribal leaders
and the EPA’s senior leadership committee, including the head of the
EPA, Lisa Jackson. During the meeting, Lekanof told the NTOC that the
Indian Environmental Act would reaffirm the EPA’s trust relationship.
Jackson informed Lekanof that as a part of her commitment to recognize tribes as sovereign nations, the American Indian Environmental
Office was moving from the Office of Water to the Office of International Affairs.47 However, the Indian Environmental Act did not pass,
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and Congress voted to extend the SAFETEA-LU for eighteen months on
July 31, 2009. The extension closed a federal budget shortfall by transferring $7 million from the General Treasury Fund to the Highway Fund.48
Conclusion
The Midnight Rider essentially negated the 1986 amendment to the Safe
Drinking Water Act, which allows for tribal primacy of underground
waste injection within the borders of Oklahoma. The Midnight Rider
challenged the ability of EPA Region 6 officials to continue their close
relationship with tribal nations. The rider forced the tribes of Oklahoma
to make deals with Oklahoma officials before tribes could apply for primacy with the EPA. Even with this devastating provision, tribal leaders
in Oklahoma and around the United States tried to convince the EPA,
Congress, and the president to overturn the Midnight Rider.
The EPA has the responsibility to uphold the environmental laws
of the United States, such as the Safe Drinking Water Act, but the EPA
hierarchy has also pledged appreciation for Native American selfdetermination. The evidence presented in this case study shows that the
EPA did not always respect tribal self-determination during the selfdetermination era. As the EPA moves forward, it must work to maintain
a positive working relationship with tribal nations, because tribal nations are well positioned to help the EPA with its primary mission.
Raymond Nolan teaches at Colby High School and Colby Community College in Colby, Kansas. He holds a PhD in American history from
Kansas State University, an MA in history from Fort Hays State University, and a BA in history from the University of Redlands.
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